Parsons and Aurora Insight Partner to Advance Commercial Space Solutions for Military Operations
August 8, 2022
CENTREVILLE, Va., Aug. 08, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Parsons Corporation (NYSE: PSN), a leader in the global defense, intelligence, and
space markets, announced today the addition of Aurora Insight as a strategic partner for commercial space research, development, and mission
exploration and advancement. The multi-year agreement provides an agile vehicle where both companies can align their strengths and solutions with
the goal of delivering affordable, rapid mission capabilities to U.S. national security and allied customers in the space domain.
Aurora Insight, based in Colorado, directly measures the global radio frequency (RF) environment from a constellation of terrestrial and space-based
sensor systems to provide government and commercial customers with comprehensive data on spectrum and wireless network infrastructure.
“Our continued partnership with Aurora, who is equally focused on delivering innovative, rapid, affordable, operational space solutions will protect
global security and transform all-domain operations for our warfighters,” said Mike Kushin, Parsons’ executive vice president of High Consequence
Missions. “Aurora’s innovative space-based RF capabilities paired with Parsons’ mission-focused solutions are truly disruptive to the next generation
of commercial space information warfare.”
Parsons and Aurora Insight successfully teamed on several efforts in the previous 18 months to advance access to RF spectrum information and to
support the national security community in architecting the next generation of hybrid commercial and government space capabilities, bearing relevant
results toward transformation of the all-domain battlespace.
“Aurora Insight is excited to collaborate with a world class company like Parsons,” said Aurora Insight CEO Jennifer Alvarez. “Access to spectrum has
become a top concern for organizations around the world, and this strategic partnership will further enhance our ability to deliver critical insight to
decision makers, particularly in the U.S. government, about global RF spectrum activity.”
Parsons has developed multiple operational commercial-space solutions that are based on government programs, to include OrbitXchange™, which
enables increased capacity for satellite operations via a cybersecure cloud environment.
Both companies will focus their efforts on emerging defense need areas via disruptive application of more comprehensive data collection, algorithmic
processing, data science, and analytic interpretation. The partnership will also develop new unconventional capabilities and methodologies that yield
actionable intelligence delivered within tactically relevant timelines.
To learn more about Parsons’ space capabilities, please visit www.Parsons.com/Space
About Aurora Insight Inc.
Aurora Insight Inc is a sensing and analytics company that provides the wireless industry with most accurate and actionable information available on
spectrum and wireless networks. Harnessing the power of technical expertise and innovation, Aurora Insight’s deep tech-driven solutions enable
organizations to meet the current and future challenges of global connectivity. Headquartered in Denver, CO and funded by the country’s top
innovation investors, Aurora Insight is pushing boundaries to help advance the next frontier of global connectivity.
About Parsons
Parsons (NYSE: PSN) is a leading disruptive technology provider in the national security and critical infrastructure markets, with capabilities across
cybersecurity, missile defense, space, C5ISR, transportation, environmental remediation, and water/wastewater treatment. Please visit Parsons.com
and follow us on LinkedIn and Facebook to learn how we’re making an impact.
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